Age-hardening behavior of a low-gold dental alloy.
The age-hardening behaviors of a low gold dental alloy were studied by means of differential scanning calorimetry, hardness testing, X-ray diffraction, optical microscopy and transmission election microscopy. Two distinct hardening behaviors were found at two different aging temperatures. Age-hardening at 290 degrees C was attributed to the formation of the metastable AuCuI' ordered phase, and the gradual softening in the overaging stage resulted from the slow growth of this phase. The rapid increase in hardness in the early stage at 495 degrees C was due to the precipitation of the metastable AuCuI' or/and AuCuII' ordered phases, and the rapid decrease in hardness in the overaging stage was a consequence of the growth of these phases and the loss of the coherency strain at the interface between the spindal-like AuCuI platelets and the matrix.